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Tenth Session, Commencing at 7.30 pm

AUSTRALIAN  BANKNOTES

PRIVATE  AND GOVERNMENT  ISSUES

2765*
Van Diemen’s Land, Hobart Town,  John, Weavell, one
shilling, Nov 3 1823 (182 printed), No 6, hand signed by John
Weavell on printed form, black on white paper. Tear through
centre, tear from centre of note to right edge, frayed edges,
mounted on paper, otherwise very good.

$1,500

2766*
Bank of New South Wales, copper printing plate for twenty
Spanish dollars Sydney 182- (MVR type 2). Very fine and
excessively rare.

$10,000

Ex Max Stern & Co sale 25.10.77 (lot 287, unsold) and Spink Australia.
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2767*
Bank of New South Wales, share certificate for one hundred
pounds, 1st January 1824, No.120 in name of Terence Murray,
printed on vellum. Transferred over to James Elder on the
back 4 March 1824. Very fine and very rare.

$3,000

2768*
Bill of Exchange, for one hundred and fifty pounds, No. 23,
Port Stephens, N.S.W., 24th Febuary 1830, to Thomas MacVitie
from the Australian Agricultural Company, signed by Sir
William Parry, as commissioner for managing the Australian
Agricultural Company’s affairs in New South Wales. Paper
watermarked “Ruse & Turner /1828”, endorsed on back Tho
MacVitie, attractive vignette. Extremely fine and rare.

$600

The Australian Agricultural Company was founded by Royal Charter in
1824. Sir William Parry (1790-1855). In Australia 1829 till March
1834 as Commissioner for managing the Australian Agricultural
Company’s affairs in N.S.W. Parry was already internationally famous
as an Arctic explorer. Thomas MacVitie (1781-1833). A foundation
member of the Agricultural Society of N.S.W., and one of the few
colonial share holders in the Australian Agricultural Company. Also a
founding father of the Bank of N.S.W.

Lot 2769 (back)

2769*
Handwritten Bill of Exchange, the third, issued at Augusta,
May 28th 1832 by J.G. Bussell for £15..0..0 payable to Mr J.W.
Turner, addressed to Captain Swanston, Bank Director,
Derwent Bank, Van Diemens Land. Endorsed on back Pay
Capt Pedder signed Jas W. Turner and W Pedder Captain
63rd Battalion. An important historical item linking Western
Australia with Van Diemens Land. Good very fine and very
rare.

$1,000

Ex W.J.D. Mira Collection.

This note  fell due 'at sight' and passed to Pedder and was consolidated by
Swanston of the Derwent bank. It is unique in the sense it was
handwritten. Surviving bills of the Swan River Settlement and its offshoot
Augusta in this early period  are rare. It is from the Derwent Hoard
found in the mid-1970s in Tasmania.

Lieut. William Pedder was one of two officers and 66 men  of  the 63rd
Regiment who were assigned to garrison the Swan River Settlement and
its extensions. The remainder sailed on to Van Diemen's Land.

The  writer knows of three Bussell Bill of Hand specimens apart from
this example; one to Turner 1832, this also has a Pedder endorsement;
another to Malloy 1832  endorsed  by Alexander Orr and  one to Henty
& Co. in 1835 endorsed to Henty  & Co. signed Charles Henty to James
P. Poynter. The three in 1832 may well be borrowings from Bussell's
friends although any with broken values makes this unlikely. The
Dictionary of Australian Biography  records the family in a  financially
impoverished state in 1832; " their crops had failed for two years, their
stock had strayed , they were dressed  in rags and forced to live on grass
and fish".

John Garrett Bussell  ( 1803-1875) and three younger brothers, Charles,
Vernon and Alfred plus a young servant Edward Pearce, migrated to the
Swan River Settlement  in the Warrior arriving at Fremantle on 12th
March  1830. They travelled steerage! On the Warrior were three other
families and their servants who were to hold  significant places in the
history of Western Australia.

These were the Captain Molloy entourage; he, his wife Georgiana , their
servants, workers and their children. Molloy was a Londoner and veteran
of the Peninsula War. He was seriously wounded at Waterloo and was
awarded the MGSM with 8 bars. He  became Resident Magistrate of the
Augusta region.

James Woodward Turner; a wealthy builder and surveyor, his wife, seven
children aged from three to 18 years along with their staff a total of 30.
The workers would have all been indentured which obliged the master to
pay, dress and feed them during their period of service. This caused
problems as Turner and other masters gradually ran out of money.

Herring, John (d.1866)  was  granted 900 acres at Augusta; later he ran
the postal service.
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Was it a luxury cruise? Apparently not. The Warrior was 485 tons (the
old Sydney Manly ferries Curl Curl and Dee Why were just under 800
tons), wood hulled and copper sheathed. Crewed by Captain Stone, 27
officers and seamen, four guards, 166 passengers (96 disembarked at the
Swan) plus livestock, personal effects etc. The Turners were all in one
portholeless cabin. The ablutions were not mentioned.

Several shiploads of settlers had arrived before the first land grants were
declared "open for location" on 5 September 1829. Many of these
went to military and government helpers. By the time the Warrior
arrived in mid-March 1830, Governor Stirling informed the Bussells,
Molloys and Herring  that no new land grants of the size they desired
would be made in the Swan environs. He advised them to go south to the
Augusta region. They and others in the group were  provided with 5
soldiers for protection.

The grants received were; Molloy 12,813 acres, Bussell 5,573, Turner
20,026 and Herring 900. Grants were directly related to the capital
brought into the new colony either in cash or kind or both.

The cheap convict labour of the Eastern states did not begin until 1850
in Western Australia. It ended in 1868.

Clearing the hardwood timbers proved more than these settlers could
manage with Bussell and Molloy eventually going north to the Vasse
River, between Augusta and Perth. The Bussell holdings were to develop
into the town of Busselton. Turner remained at Augusta until1849 when
he moved to Perth. He died in 1856.

The next name on the Bill is that of Charles Swanston (1789-1850). An
ex East India Company Officer, merchant and banker Swanston arrived
in Van Diemen's Land on the Success in 1829. He soon became a
successful merchant, trader, agent  and manager/director  and virtual
owner of the Derwent Bank in 1831. He joined with Robert Gellibrand
to form The Port Phillip Company with a view to obtain large  grants
of land in the Port Phillip area. The government in Sydney would have
none of this although  smaller grants were made. He is remembered  in
the southern capital through his namesake, Swanston Street in
Melbourne's CBD.

One name remains and he signed the bill twice; Captain William Pedder
of the 63rd Regiment of Foote, the Manchester Regiment or the "Blood
Suckers".

The ship  Sulphur  reached  Cockburn Sound  on 8th June 1829  and  the
next day elements of the 63rd  Regiment  (66 men, one officer, possibly
Lieut. Pedder) under the command of Captain Irwin disembarked.
Lieutenant William Pedder appears in the muster. He was given the task
of supervising the transfer of government stores and equipment to
Garden Island in Cockburn Sound. It is possible he was in charge at
Fremantle until  transferred  per the Orelia to Van Diemen's Land in
July 1830. In the Paymaster's  records for September 1831 his name
again appears  but  "at the Regimental Depot". He was appointed  Town
Adjutant to New Town 1832-33 and was transferred to India in December
1833. In 1844 he appears as Harbour Master in Hong Kong. His brother
was Chief Justice of Tasmania.

The endorsement on the Bill of Exchange confirms his promotion and
that he was acquainted  with James Turner when the Bill was transferred.
As noted above Bussell's finances were in a parlous state in 1832; the
regular remittances from England failed to arrive and he was obliged to
borrow from Molloy and possibly Turner. Could these be repayments of
borrowings from his friends?

The Bill from Bussell to Molloy [1832]  is for £ 17.16.11; this does not
sound like a loan repayment; more like a specific purchase; the  £15 is
a possible loan repayment.

Turner must have endorsed the Bills, sent them to Pedder in Van
Diemen's Land who signed once to accept the Bill and a second time to
consolidate it through Charles Swanston, Direcor the Derwent Bank.
Pedder's involvement may well have been that of an Agent, not an
uncommon practise at that time.

The detachment of the 63rd stationed in Western Australia was, according
to the Perth Gazette , ordered to Hobart to join up with the bulk of the
unit and sail to Madras. This did not happen and the Company embarked
at Fremantle on the Merope in May 1834. Those leaving were  Captain
Erskine, Lieut. Carew and Lieut. McLeod, Surgeon Milligan, 4 sergeants,
1 drummer and 52 rank and file.

What happened to the 63rd? In India and Burma, between 1834 and
1847, the units deaths ,mainly from Cholera , were: 24 officers, 51
sergeants, 24 corporals, 6 drummers and 604 privates. Capt. Carew is
mentioned when the unit embarked at Moulmein in 1842. Cholera
deaths in 1843 alone were: one captain, one subaltern, six sergeants,
three corporals, one drummer and 72 privates along with Captain Carew's
wife. The 63rd left for England in 1847.

2770
Bank of Van Diemen’s Land, printed on different forms drawn
on the bank to various payees on the account of Y.O.S., drawn
and signed by Gamaliel Butler, all were issued in 1830, cheques
commence with No.38 issued 7th June 1830 for £10.11.4; letter
notes D 8th July 1830 £30 (hand written); on printed forms G
21st July 1830 for £50 and H 30th July 1830 for £63.17.5, Mostly
fine or better. (4)

$300

Gamaliel Butler entered the legal profession in London in 1801 and
came to Hobart Town in 1824. He became a director of the Bank of Van
Diemen’s Land in 1829 and soon became a successful businessman owning
large properties throughout Van Diemen’s Land. Three of his sons also
entered the legal profession which he established with a R.W. Nutt. This
firm became known as Butler, Nutt and Butler. The firm continues to
practise today.

2771*
Van Diemen’s Land, Hobart, Bill of Exchange on printed form
No.1543 drawn 15th March 1843 for £600, the third bill of
exchange to Gamaliel Butler as issued on printed form hand
stamped by I.F.Groom and signed by Maclean for The Right
Honorable, The Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s
Treasury, London, signed on back by I.F Groom stating “1st
and 2nd remitted”. Very fine and rare.

$1,000
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2772*
Van Diemen’s Land, Hobart, Bill of Exchange, thirty days
after sight the third bill of exchange on a different printed
form to the previous, signed by Gamaliel Butler in account
with John Bisdee for £1047.10.5, August 23, 1844 to a James
Baynton. Very fine and rare.

$500

Detailed account of Gamaliel Butler and John Bisdee appear in the Coin
And Banknote Magazine October 2004, p.34-36, by Tony James.

2773*
Van Diemen’s Land, Hobart, Bill of Exchange, sixty days after
sight the third bill of exchange on a different printed form to
the previous two, for £21.4.9 to Messrs Butler signed my
Mfs. Corfield, July 19, 1843, to William Orr, 13 Great Tower
Street, London. Very fine and rare.

$500

Lot 2774 (back)

2774*
Van Diemen's Land, Hobart, Bill of Exchange, thirty days
after sight the third bill of exchange on a different printed
form, (with ship vignette) from the Commercial Bank, Hobart
Town for £20 to E.P. Butler signed A(nn) Butler, July 2, 1844,
to Messrs Buckles, Mark Lane, London, endorsed on the
back by G.Butler. Very fine and rare.

$500

2775
Bank of Van Diemen’s Land, printed cheque forms signed
by James Kelly, drawn on the Bank to himself and others to
two payees on his account, all are on different form types,
dated 28 June 1830, 22 November 1833, 18 June 1836 and
another 27 February 1837, forms un-numbered. Fine - very
fine. (4)

$250

James Kelly (1791-1859), sealer, pilot and harbourmaster, born in
Parramatta, travelled extensively including some of discovery, including
circumnavigation of VDL, and discovery of Port Davey and Macquarie
Harbour. He was appointed as pilot and harbourmaster on the Derwent
in May 1819. However in 1829 he resigned his position as harbourmaster
and later as pilot and became engaged in whaling and with additional
land ownership, became an important citizen in Hobart. He suffered
some personal and shipping losses in the 1830’s the period of these
cheque forms  and by the 1840’s with the depression his losses were
heavy forcing him to assign his property to creditors. He went back to
work with the port authorities but died suddenly in April 1859. He was
regarded as the “father and founder of whaling in Tasmania”.

2776
Tasmania, bank cheques; Bank of Van Diemen’s Land £84
5th May 1837 signed James Kelly payable to Pacel & C’ Bell;
Derwent Bank, Campbelton (written after Hobart Town crossed
out) 22 November 1838; No 22, £6.7.3 signed James ? to J.E.
McVicker, endorsed on back. Very fine. (2)

$100

2777
The Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, 1830’s
unissued cheque, complete with original stub. Very fine.

$100

A unique Australian social history cheque. The back contains handwritten
details (in twenty- two lines) about how “To fatten fowls in 3 or 4
days”.
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2778*
New South Wales, Revenue Branch Colonial Treasury, Port
Phillip, 12 Sep 1840, receipt for four hundred and ninety pounds
ten shillings sterling, received from B.Baxter, being the balance
of sale price on the undermentioned Town allotments sold
Aug 1840, signed by W.Lonsdale, Treasurer. An early
document of land sales for Port Phillip. The Colonial Treasury
Branch opened at Melbourne, Port Phillip 7 July 1839. Small
repair bottom left side, some foxing,  otherwise very fine and
very rare.

$2,500

Benjamin Baxter was a former Captain of the 50th Regiment. With
research.

2779*
Bank of Australia, Lottery Ticket, issued in Sydney Oct. 19,
1848, and drawn on Jan 1, 1849, No. 3207, in the Equitable
Plan of Partition of the properties of the Bank of Australia,
made out to William Henry Breton per J. Blaxland, signed by
four Directors and printed on ‘SYDNEY BANKING
COMPANY’ watermarked paper, imprint on lower right of ‘H.C.
Jervis Sc.’, endorsed on the back by “J.Blaxland”. Centre
hole and thirteen other holes, many folds and creases nearly
fine, very rare.

$600

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 57 (lot 3332). A similar example in our sale
56 was numbered 3208 the consecutive note to this.  The Bank of
Australia was established by John Macarthur and business associates on
8th June 1826. After a healthy start the bank failed on 2nd March
1843. The liquidation of the Bank of Australia resulted in the remaining
assets of the bank being disposed of by lottery. Plans for a second
lottery in April, 1849 were objected to by the government and it did not
take place.

2780
Bank of Australasia, Sight Note for thirty days third of
exchange note, for £73.4.3 issued at Adelaide 12th Oct. 1848.
vignette etc. Very fine, rare.

$70

2781*
Darling Downs, one pound, Stowbridge 1st Nov 185(1) No.61
part Thos Nicholson (order) on account of R.Campbell, Tertius
(the third) esq., Circular Quay, Sydney, signed J.DeLacey
Moffatt. Torn in half and repaired, stamped on back
‘Coleman P.Hyman’, otherwise very fine and extremely rare.

$700
Ex Coleman P.Hyman Collection and exhibited by him at the World’s
Fair in Chicago in 1893. This is one of the earliest ‘calabash’ issues of
Queensland.

2782*
Panbula, Twofold Bay, one pound sight note, not dated (18—
printed) or numbered printer’s proof on light card, drawn and
engraved by J.Carmichael. Some handling marks on front,
on back of note in pencil SN.SH, four corner mount marks,
otherwise extremly fine, unlisted and excessively rare.

$4,000
2783
Tasmania, Tasmanian Government Debenture for £500 sterling
No.1197 issued 31st October 1867 and stamped several times
“Paid”, signed by the Colonial Treasurer and Governor in
Chief of the Colony of Tasmania Sir Thomas Gore Browne
with various other signatures. Set for repayment on July 1,
1894 with interest set at “six pounds per centum per annum”.
stamps and seals impressed together with attached duty
stamps. Very fine and very rare.

$300
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2784*
City Bank of Sydney, Sydney NSW, a promissory note on
standard form, No.7/7219, due 6th January 1871 for five
hundred pounds, signed by Philip McCarroll to Daniel
O’Connor and issued October 3, 1870 and Payable at the City
Bank of Sydney. Signed front and endorsed on the back of
note by Daniel O’Connor and Philip McCarrol and Sullivan &
Tindale. Good fine and rare.

$300

Apparently this note failed to be honoured and resulted in meetings
during 1871 between solicitors and McCarroll etc., for settlement.

2785
Bulkulla Vineyards, McIntyre River, Inverell, two pounds
eight shillings promissory note, Dec. 12th 1870, No.25, signed
Fred Wilkinson, cross cancelled and hand stamped Commercial
Banking Company of Sydney, Inverell, imprint S.T.Leigh &
Co. Sydney, (MVR type 1b). Very dirty, otherwise fine and
scarce.

$200

2785A*
The Provincial and Surburban  Bank Limited, five pounds,
Melbourne, unissued note not dated. c.1880, No.08392 (MVR
type 2a, p.194-5), engraved by Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co.,
London. Nearly very fine and rare.

$6,000

2785B*
The Provincial and Surburban  Bank Limited, ten pounds,
Melbourne, unissued note not dated. c.1880, No.01921 (MVR
type 2a, p.194-5), engraved by Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co.,
London. Good fine and rare.

$8,000

2786*
The Bank of Australasia, one pound, Sydney, 1st July 1886 E
32, 182 imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co. London, (MVR type 2
(c)) signed A. Brown and T.A.Daniels. Good fine.

$3,500

2786A*
The Bank of Australasia, one pound, Sydney, 1st July 1886 E
23, 777 imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co. London, (MVR type 2
(c) signed by uncertain name and C.Templeton. Fine.

$3,500
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2787*
The Sydney Deposit Bank, ten pounds, Sydney, 1st April
1892, No.G0281 (MVR p.218-9) imprint of Sands McDougall
Limited. Left corner missing, paper clip rust marks, pinholes
and creases otherwise very good and extremely rare as an
unissued note.

$3,000

Ex Noble Numismatics sales 58 (lot 4862) and 71 (lot 3015).

2788
The Bank of Australasia, Adelaide 191-, unused cheque form
of the South Australian United Ancient Order of Druids
Friendly Society. Commercial Bank of Tasmania Limited
Launceston, 19- unused cheque form, imprint Davies Bros.
Hobart. Extremely fine. (2)

$50

2789*
New Guinea, Papuan Industries Ltd, uniface specimen ten
shillings (circa 1906) by Bradbury Wilkinson & Co, aqua green,
perforated cancellation horizontally. Nick in top right edge
otherwise extremely fine and excessively rare.

$6,000

2790*
New Guinea, Papuan Industries Ltd, uniface one pound (circa
1906) by Bradbury Wilkinson & Co, olive green, perforated
cancellation and specimen printed  twice. Pin holes top left,
stain on right otherwise extremely fine and excessively rare.

$6,000

COMMONWEALTH  ISSUES - PRE
DECIMAL

2791
Ten shillings, Cerutty/ Collins (1918) M 529221 R (R.3b). Tear
on right edge otherwise good.

$500

2792
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926) A/34 629242 (R.5). Flattened,
with 1mm tear at top of edge, 2mm and 10mm tears at bottom
of edge, nearly fine.

$500

2793
Ten shillings, Riddle/ Heathershaw (1928) B/32 025732 (R.7).
Good fine.

$350

2794
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/13 750886 (R.7).
Major tear repair at base, otherwise nearly very fine.

$70

2795*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) B/42 642497, thin
signatures, (R.8b). Nearly fine.

$400
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2796
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) B/40, (R.8b); Sheehan/
McFarlane (1939) F/3, (R.12); Coombs/Wilson (1961), (R.17)
(8); one pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938), (R.29), Coombs/
Watt (1949), (R.31); Coombs/Wilson (1953) (R.33) (8); (1961)
(R.34) (5). Mixed condition, several stained, poor - fine. (25)

$150

2797
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/2 834072 (R.9).
Flattened of folds, pinholes, two x 2mm tears front left side
and 4mm tear at bottom, otherwise nearly fine.

$750

2798*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/83 272629 (R.11).
Nearly uncirculated.

$1,600

2799
Ten shillings, Riddle/ Sheehan (1936) D/16 362563 (R.11).
Good very fine.

$500

2800
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/42 434960 (R.11).
Good fine.

$250

2801
Ten shillings, Sheehan/ McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/ Wilson
(1961) (R.12, 13, 14, 16, 17). Very fine- uncirculated. (5)

$200

2802
Ten shillings, Sheehan McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/ Wilson
(1961) (R.12, 13 (3), 14, 16 (2), 17). Fine- uncirculated. (8)

$300

2803
Ten shillings, Sheehan/ McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/ Wilson
(1961) (R.12-17). Fine- extremely fine. (6)

$120

2804
Ten shillings to one pound, Armitage. McFarlane (1942) to
Coombs/ Wilson (1961) (R.14, 15, 17 (2), 30a). Very fine-
extremely fine. (5)

$60

2805
Ten shillings to twenty dollars, Armitage/ McFarlane (1942)
to Johnston/ Fraser (1985 (R.14, 30a, 30b (2), 13, 74, 75, 81 (2),
82 (4), 89, 204, 302, 403. Also training notes, five to one hundred
dollars (4 of each). Philippines five pesos 1921 (4). Fair-
extremely fine. (42)

$120

2806
Ten shillings, Coombs/ Wilson (1952, 1954) B/45 166588 (R.15)
AE/00 678397 (R.16). Crisp, good very fine; good extremely
fine. (2)

$60

2807
Ten shillings, (1952) (R.15); (1954) (R.16); (1961) (R.17); one
pound, (1953) (R.33); (1961) (R.34b[2]); five pounds, (1954)
(R.49). Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (6)

$120

2808
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) (R.15[2]); (1954)
(R.16[2]); (1961) (R.17[3]); one pound, Sheehan/McFarlane
(1938) (R.29); Armitage/McFarlane (1942) (R.30b); Coombs/
Wilson (1953) (R.33); (1961) (R.34a, b[2]); five pounds (1952)
(R.48); one dollar (1966) (R.71); (1972) (R.74[4]); (1974) (R.75);
(1976) (R.76c); (1979) (R.77[13]); (1982) (R.78[10]); two dollars
(1968) (R.83); (1972) (R.84), (1979) (R.87[14]); (1983) (R.88[7]);
five dollars (1979) (R.207[3]); (1991) (R.213); (1992) (R.214)
consecutive run of four notes; ten dollars (1974) (R.305[5]);
(1979) (R.307b[2]); (1983) (R.308); (1991) (R.313). In a black
album. Fine - uncirculated. (70)

$250

2809
Ten shillings, Coombs/ Wilson (1954) AC/32 269753/7 (R.16)
a run of five consecutive notes. Crisp, nearly uncirculated.
(5)

$250

2810
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/49 734108-110
(R.16). Good very fine. (3)

$150

2811
Ten shillings, Coombs/ Wilson (1961) AH/56 338581/2 (R.17)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)

$100

2812
Ten shillings and one pound, Coombs/ Wilson (1961) (R.17
pair, 34b). Uncirculated. (3)

$120

2813
Ten shillings (2), one and five pounds, Coombs/ Wilson
(1961) (R.17 (2), 34b, 50). Very fine- extremely fine. (4)

$50

2814
Ten shillings to five pounds, Coombs/ Wilson (1953, 1961)
(R.17, 33, 34a, 49, 50, 62, 63). Fine- very fine. (7)

$100
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2815
Ten shillings, Coombs/ Wilson (1961) to ten pounds,
Coombs/ Wilson (1954) (R.17(5), R31, 32(3), 33, 34a (4), 34b(11),
50 (4), 62 (2)). Poor- very fine. (31)

$200

2816*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) No C 739956 Q (R.21).
Flattened of folds, very fine.

$1,750

2817
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) No C 122337 H (R.21).
Flattened of folds, rust stain, otherwise fine.

$650

2818
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) No D 302634 L (R.21).
Flattened of folds and creases, one mm piece missing at both
top and bottom border, very good.

$400

2819
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) No D 774321 P (R.21).
Pinholes, some repairs and with old tape marke, otherwise
very good.

$250

2820
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) No C 778402 E ( R.21).
Flattened of creases and folds, fair.

$220

2821*
One pound, Miller/ Collins (1923) K 886451 (R.22a). Nick in
bottom edge, flattened otherwise very fine and very rare.

$15,000

2822
One pound, Kell/ Heathershaw (1927), H/98 585976, large prefix
letter over number, (R.25). Nearly very fine.

$300

2823*
One pound, Riddle/ Heathershaw (1927) K/8 942039 (R.26).
Nearly extremely fine.

$500

2824
One pound, Riddle/ Heathershaw (1927) K/5762058 (R.26).
Good very fine.

$400

2825*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/42 703265 (R.26).
Small tear bottom edge, otherwise nearly very fine.

$350

2826
One pound, Riddle/ Heathershaw (1927) J/16674214; K/5
326824 (R.26). Nearly very fine. (2)

$500

2827
One pound, Riddle/ Heathershaw (1927) J/55 083534 (R.26).
Very good.

$50

2828
One pound, Riddle/ Sheehan (1932), K/95 489033, large prefix
letter over number, thick Sheehan signature, (R.27a). Minor
stain on front and back, otherwise very fine.

$600

2829
One pound, Riddle/ Sheehan (1932), K/95 489033, large prefix
letter over number, thick Sheehan signature, (R.27a). Folds
and minor creases, otherwise good fine.

$500
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2830*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/39 169575 (R.28). Nearly
uncirculated.

$800

2831
One pound, Riddle/ Sheehan (1933) IV/53 427514 (R.28). Very
fine.

$60

2832
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/15 599175, N/34 454798
(R.28). Second note with 3mm tear bottom borders, otherwise
fine or better. (2)

$160

2833
One pound, Riddle/ Sheehan (1933) L/80 466604; N/15 754874
(R.28). Fine- good fine. (2)

$200

2834
One pound, Riddle/ Sheehan (1933) to Coombs/ Wilson (1952)
(R.28- 32). Good fine- nearly extremely fine. (5)

$200

2835
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/39 578804, (R.30a).
Good extremely fine.

$40

2836
One pound, Armitage/ McFarlane (1942) H/30; H/44; H/62
(R.30a). Extremely fine- nearly uncirculated. (3)

$200

2837
One pound, Sheehan/ McFarlane (1938) P/67 046565 (R.29).
Good very fine.

$150

2838*
One pound, Armitage/ McFarlane (1942) H/41 490308/9 (R.30a)
consecutive pair.  Uncirculated. (2)

$300

2839
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/62 232387 (R.30a).
Uncirculated.

$450

2840
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) K/57 045229 (R.30b).
Uncirculated.

$400

2841
One pound, Armitage/ McFarlane (1942) to Coombs/ Wilson
(1952) (R.30a/b, 30b, 31, 32). Extremely fine- nearly
uncirculated. (4)

$200

2842
One pound, Armitage/ McFarlane (1942) J/89; K/23; K/48; K/
80 (R.30b). Very fine- extremely fine. (4)

$120

2843*
One pound, Coombs/ Wilson (1952) X/45 070362/3 (R.32)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. . (2)

$250
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2844*
One pound, Coombs/ Wilson (1952) X/31 568431/4 (R.32) four
consecutive notes. Crisp, nearly uncirculated. (4)

$300

2845
One pound, Coombs/ Wilson (1952) X/54 619351/4 (R.32) four
consecutive notes. Slight bends or folds otherwise crisp
nearly uncirculated. (4)

$400

2846
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/38 952218 (R.32); five
pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) R/86 572689 (R.47); ten pounds,
Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/8 900688 (R.59). Very good -
fine. (3)

$250

part
2847*
One pound, Coombs/ Wilson (1953) HA/22 089369/77 (R.33) a
run of nine consecutive notes. Crisp, nearly uncirculated.
(9)

$400

2848
One pound, Coombs/ Wilson (1953) HE/52 542 301/8; 313/20
(R.33). Consecutive runs of nine and eight notes from the
same prefix series. Trace of centrefold otherwise crisp nearly
uncirculated. (17)

$700

2849*
One pound, Coombs/ Wilson (1953) HA/44 833584/6 (R.33)
consecutive trio. Nearly uncirculated- uncirculated. (3)

$150

2850
One pound, Coombs/ Wilson (1953, 1961) HB/15; HD/05, 32,
96 (R.33) HR/22 (R.34b). Nearly extremely fine- uncirculated.
(5)

$100

2851
One pound, Coombs/ Wilson (1961) H9/13 699090/1 (R.34a)
consecutive pair; HK/41 055009/12, 16, 18 (R.34b) run of four
consecutive plus two singles. Crisp, good extremely fine-
nearly uncirculated. (8)

$200

2852
One pound, Coombs/ Wilson (1961) (R.34a (5), 34b (3)). Good
fine- nearly extremely fine. (8)

$70

2853
Five pounds, Collins/ Allen (1913) V878396 (R.35) contemporary
copy crossed counterfeit in red and stamped CANCELLED
three times across back. Back design has mosaic of 5’s only
at each end (see MVR page 282, this serial not noted). Fair.

$300

2854
Five pounds, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) Q/8 797117 (R.42).
Pressed, trimmed margins and with tone spot, otherwise good
fine.

$1,150
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2855*
Five Pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932),  Q/28 264014, (R.43).
Various folds, two pin-holes and tone spots on edge,
otherwise very fine.

$1,400

2856*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) Q/28 655387 (R.43). Thin
spot on edge, minor repairs, otherwise very fine.

$800

2857*
Five pounds, Riddle/ Sheehan (1933) R/1 001104 (R.44b).
Flattened, very fine.

$1,000

2858
Five pounds, Sheehan/ McFarlane (1939) R/31 114393 (R.45).
Very fine.

$150

Lot 2859

2859*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/63 837406 (R.46).
Uncirculated.

$800

2860
Five pounds, Armitage/ McFarlane (1941) R/48 970659 (R.46).
Flattened, good extremely fine.

$350

2861
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane, (1941), R/82 779272, (R.46).
Nearly extremely fine.

$100

2862
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/53 778809 (R.46).
Very fine.

$50

2863
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/38 577590 (R.46).
Cleaned otherwise very fine.

$100

2864
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/44 030835 (R.46).
Very fine.

$50

2865
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/47 762128 (R.46).
Good fine.

$50

2866
Five pounds, Armitage/ McFarlane (1941) R/50; R/79 (R.46).
Fine; thinned nearly very fine. (2)

$120

2867
Five pounds, Armitage/ McFarlane (1941) to Coombs/ Wilson
(1954) (R.46, 47, 49). Very fine. (3)

$150

2868
Five pounds, Coombs/ Watt (1949) S/14 882217 (R.47).
Extremely fine.

$280

2869
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) R/93 018700 (R.47). Very
fine.

$150

2870
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) R/97 003132 (R.47). Very
fine.

$50

2871
Five pounds, Coombs/ Watt (1949), R/97 159134, (R.47)
Coombs/ Wilson (1954) TA/18 608511, 608668 (R.49). Fine-
uncirculated. (3)

$400
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2872
Five pounds, Coombs/ Wilson (1952) S/47 405887 (R.48).
Flattened extremely fine or better.

$250

2873
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/29 235162, (R.48). Very
fine.

$50

2874
Five pounds, Coombs/ Wilson (1954) TB/01 006215/7, 9 (R.49)
a run of three consecutive plus the one after the next. Crisp,
with some edge handling marks otherwise nearly
uncirculated. (4)

$300

2875
Five pounds, Coombs/ Wilson (1954, 1960) TA/06 138786 (R.49)
TD/10 999924 (R.50). Nearly uncirculated; uncirculated. (2)

$250

2876
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/69 605441 (R.50). Good
extremely fine.

$120

2876A*
Ten Pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932),  U/4 363869, (R.56). Minor
edge repair, otherwise good fine and rare.

$22,000

2877*
Ten pounds, Sheehan/ McFarlane (1940) V/3 232098 (R.58).
Creasing right edge otherwise crisp extremely fine.

$2,000

2878*
Ten pounds, Armitage/ McFarlane (1943) V/10 464959 (R.59).
Nearly uncirculated.

$750

2879*
Ten pounds, Armitage/ McFarlane  (1943) V/11 373163/4 (R.59)
consecutive pair. Crisp, extremely fine or better. (2)

$2,500

2880*
Ten pounds, Armitage/ McFarlane (1943) V/11 211987/8 (R.59)
consecutive pair. Crisp extremely fine with crinkle on right
and paper clip  mark in centre of the first. (2)

$2,500

2881
Ten pounds, Armitage/ McFarlane (1943) V/8884527 (R.59).
Crisp, nearly extremely fine.

$800

2882
Ten pounds, Armitage/ McFaerlane (1943) and Coombs/
Wilson (1952) (R.59 (2) 61 (2)). Very good- good fine. (4)

$300
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2883*
Ten pounds, Coombs/ Watt (1949) V/16 970298 (R.60).
Virtually uncirculated.

$1,000

2884*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/17 841579 -580 (R.60)
consecutive pair of notes. Three folds, otherwise nearly
uncirculated. (2)

$3,000

2885*
Ten pounds, Coombs/ Watt (1949) V/22 434168/9 (R.60)
consecutive pair. Crisp, good extremely fine. (2)

$2,500

2886
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/17 841575 (R.60). Three
folds, lightly soiled, otherwise nearly extremely fine.

$750

2887
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/19 162910 (R.60). Very
fine.

$400

2888*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) V/22 991 339/41 (R.61)
three consecutive notes. Virtually uncirculated and very rare
as such. (3)

$12,000

2889*
Ten pounds, Coombs/ Wilson (1952) V/ 24 471064 (R.61).
Nearly uncirculated.

$3,000

2890
Ten pounds, Coombs/ Wilson (1954) WA/ 28 052 313 (R.62)
last serial prefix. Extremely fine.

$300

2891
Ten pounds, Coombs/ Wilson (1954) (R.62(21)) and (1960)
(R.63). Fair- nearly very fine. (22)

$500

2892*
Ten pounds, Coombs/ Wilson (1960) WA/28 416065/6 (R.63)
consecutive pair. Nearly uncirculated. (2)

$1,000
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2893
Ten pounds, Coombs/ Wilson (1960) WA/ 28 416114 (R.63).
Good extremely fine.

$300

2894
Ten pounds, Coombs/ Wilson (1960) WA/52 385055 (R.63).
Good extremely fine.

$250

2895
Ten pounds, Coombs/ Wilson (1960) WA/34; WA/37 (R.63).
Fine; very fine. (2)

$60

WAR  RELATED  ISSUES

2896*
Commonwealth of Australia, War Savings Certificate, small
size, fifty pounds, issued 1/4/1946 (R.WE4a). Nearly
uncirculated.

$400

2897
H.M.A.S. Kuttabul, naval base, Sydney Harbour, Wardroom
Mess canteen chits for one cent (white), five cents (blue), ten
cents (yellow), all with black print, together with an H.M.A.S.
Kuttabul Christmas Greetings card from the Lieut-Commander
(R.A.N.). Notes uncirculated, card very fine.(4)

$120

SPECIAL NUMBERS

2898
Twenty fifth anniversary set (1991) of last prefix pre decimal
and first prefix decimal notes in Reserve Bank album with slip
case, all notes ending 788. Uncirculated. (8 notes)

$6,000

2899*
One dollar, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) AAA 811458/9 (R.71)
consecutive pair of first serial prefix. Uncirculated. (2)

$2,000

2900*
Two dollars, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) FAA852783/4 (R.81)
consecutive pair of first serial prefix. Uncirculated and rare.
(2)

$4,000

2901*
Five dollars, Coombs/ Randall (1967) NAA 884021/2 (R.202)
consecutive pair of first serial prefix. Uncirculated. (2)

$1,500
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2902*
Ten dollars, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) SAA 406738/9 (R.301)
consecutive pair of first serial prefix. Uncirculated. (2)

$1,200

2903*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) XAA 930053/4 (R.401)
consecutive pair of first serial prefix. Uncirculated. (2)

$700

2904*
Fifty dollars, Phillips/ Wheeler (1974) YAA 9058 268/ 9 (R.505)
consecutive pair of first serial prefix. Uncirculated. (2)

$2,000

2905
One hundred dollars, Johnston/ Stone (1984) ZAA 189827/8
(R.608) consecutive pair of first serial prefix. Uncirculated.
(2)

$700

SPECIMEN NOTES

2906*
Ten dollars, Johnston/ Fraser (1988) specimen No 1724, serial
AA 00 000 000 (McD. S29). Some evidence4 of handling
otherwise nearly uncirculated and rare.

$12,500

2907*
Five dollars, Fraser/ Cole (1992) specimen No. 1255, serial AA
00 000 000 (McD. S30) Uncirculated and very rare.

$25,000

STAR  NOTES

2908
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) A/2 18947* (R.14s).
Cleaned, flattened of folds, trimmed, two x 3mm tears bottom
border, otherwise nearly fine.

$950

2908A*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AE/90 60855* (R.16s).
Nearly uncirculated and very rare in this condition.

$18,000
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2909*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/97 54612* (R.17s).
Flattened of folds, very fine.

$1,200

2910
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/51 26809* (R.17s).
Slight trim, ink smudge front top corner, otherwise fine.

$450

2911
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AE/99 63086* (R.17s).
Damage as 5mm tear at top of note, also many creases. Good
- very good.

$100

2912*
One pound, Coombs/ Watt (1949) 1/9 03377* (R.31s). Nearly
fine.

$1,000

2913*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/98 96078* (R.33as).
Good very fine.

$2,400

2914*
One pound, Coombs/ Wilson (1961) HE/ 89 24848/9* (R.34bs)
consecutive pair of star replacement notes. Original
crispness, minor corner flicks on first and evidence of dirt
tone on centrefold on back of second otherwise good
extremely fine and very rare as such. (2)

$10,000

Ex J.R. Leahy Collection.

2915
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/61 29358* (R.34as).
Small tear front right hand side, nearly very fine.

$700

2916*
One pound, Coombs/ Wilson (1961) HE/88 79842* (R.34bs).
Nearly extremely fine.

$1,800

2917
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/87 56843* (R.34bs).
Flattened with two 2mm tears bottom edge, otherwise very
fine.

$1,250

2918
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAB 73734* (R.71s).
Cleaned and flattened, otherwise nearly very fine.

$450
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2919*
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) ZAG 88368* (R.72s).
Nearly extremely fine.

$2,400

2920
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) ZAF 54088* (R.72s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise very fine.

$1,600

2921*
One dollar, Phillips/ Randall (1969) ZAP 75963X (R.73s).
Uncirculated.

$2,500

2922
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAQ 97924* (R.73s). Centre
fold, otherwise nearly uncirculated.

$2,000

2923
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAK 10022* (R.73s). Nearly
extremely fine.

$1,300

2924
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFE 07848* (R.81s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise nearly extremely fine.

$1,200

2925
Two dollars, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) ZFG09089* (R.81s). Light
stain, otherwise good very fine.

$600

2926
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFB 80610* (R.81s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise very fine.

$600

2927*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFD 70598* (R.81s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise extremely fine.

$1,300

2928
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1968) ZFH 23544* (R.82s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise nearly very fine.

$1,200

2929*
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFN 87650* (R.83s).
Flattened of folds, extremely fine.

$2,200

2930
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFS 37283* (R.83s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise good very fine.

$900

2931
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNA 64948* (R.202s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise good very fine.

$1,700

2932
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNB 26901* (R.202s).
Flattened of folds, fine.

$1,100

2933
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNA 25187* (R.202s).
Flattened of folds, repaired at front top left, ‘3’ handwritten
in ink, otherwise fine.

$1,000

2934
Ten dollars, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) ZSA 38747* (R.301s).
Good fine.

$400
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2935*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSC 14072* (R.301s).
Flattened of folds, small mark front top left, otherwise good
very fine.

$1,100

2936
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSB 72118* (R.301s).
Nearly very fine.

$450

2937
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 01484* (R.302s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise nearly very fine.

$1,750

2938*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 44374* (R.302s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise nearly very fine.

$1,750

2939
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSH 17631* (R.303s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise very fine.

$850

2940
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSH 05835* (R.303s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise very fine.

$800

2941
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSJ 24528* (R.303s).
Flattened of folds, 2 x 3mm tears in bottom edge, otherwise
fine.

$400

2942*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/ Randall (1968) ZXA 56391X (R.403s).
Trace of centrefold otherwise extremely fine or better and
rare.

$8,500

2943*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 20212* (R.403s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise nearly extremely fine.

$3,250

2944*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 05377* (R.403s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise good vry fine.

$2,250

2945
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 26265* (R.403s).
Flattened of folds, nearly very fine.

$1,850

2946
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 02057* (R.403s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise nearly very fine.

$1,700

2947
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 24075* (R.403s).
Fine.

$1,500
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DECIMAL  ISSUES

2948
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) DJS 120286 - 385 (R.71)
bundle of one hundred consecutive notes. Extremely fine -
uncirculated. (100)

$200

2949
One dollar, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) to Knight/ Wheeler (1976)
(R 71- 5, 76c). Uncirculated. (6)

$250

2950
One dollar, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) to Johnston/ Stone (1982)
(R.71- 8, including DBP and DPS consecutive pairs).
Uncirculated. (13)

$400

2951
One dollar, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) to Johnston/ Stone (1982)
(R.71, 76c (pair), 78 last prefix run of 4, 78 (21)). Mostly
uncirculated. (28)

$120

2952
One dollar, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) Johnston/ Stone (1982)
(R.71, 72, 73 (pair), 74 (2), 75, 76a,b,c, 77a,b, 78 (7 singles, pair,
runs of 4 and 5). Very fine- uncirculated. (30)

$200

2953
One, two, five, ten and twenty dollars, including R.71 [2], 73,
74, 76a,b, 81, 83, 86b,c, 87, 88, 203, 207, 208, 209b [2], 212, 213
[3], 301, 306b, 307b, 309, 310, 312, 313, 401, 403, 406a, 411, 412,
419 first prefix, consecutive pair and a single, in a green album.
Very good - uncirculated. (53)

$800

2954
One dollar, (1966) (R.71[6]); (1969) (R.73[4]); (1972) (R.74[18]);
(1979) (R.77); (1982) (R.78[10]); Two dollars, (1966) (R.81[13]);
(1968) (R.82[7]) (R.83[13]); (1972) (R.84[47]); (1979) (R.87);
(1985) (R.89[2]; five dollars, (1967) (R.202[7]); (1969)
(R.203[23]); (1972) (R.204[10]); (1990) (R.212); ten dollars,
(1966) (R.301[10]); (1967) (R.302[4]); (1968) (R.303[17]); (1972)
(R.304[15]). Good - extremely fine. (209)

$1,000

2955
One dollar, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) to two dollars, Phillips/
Randall (1968) (R.71(4 including 2 AAA first prefix) R73, R.74
(6), 81(3) 83 (5)). New Zealand Fleming one pound; Papua
New Guinea two and ten kina (1975), Canada one dollar 1973,
Saudi Arabia  one riyal, others (9). Very good- uncirculated.
(33)

$100

2956
One dollar, Phillips/ Randall (1969) AVS 125894/6 (R.73) three
consecutive notes; Phillips/ Wheeler (1974) BNC 754 697
(R.75). Also PNG two kina; Philippines fifty piso; U.S.A silver
certificate one dollar 1957, Reserve dollar 1969. The last very
good, the others all flat uncirculated. (8)

$90

2957
One dollar, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) to twenty dollars, Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) (R.71, 76c, 77, 78 (33 including long runs), 81,
82, 83 (2), 84, 88 (6 consecutive), 89 (4), 202, 203 (3), 204, 214
(4), 301 (4), 303 (4), 304 (2), 310 folders (2), 403, 404 (2). Also
two packs of Expo ’92 $5 (115) . Fair- uncirculated. (340)

$270

2958
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) AVD 131113 (R.73), another,
Phillips/Wheeler (1972), BCQ 150015, (R.74). Nearly
uncirculated - uncirculated. (2)

$40

2959
One dollar, Phillips/ Randall (1969) to twenty dollars, Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) (R.73(3), 74(2), 76a(2), 77, 81, 82(2), 83(3), 84(4),
85, 202(2), 204(2), 206a, 304, 403, 404). Average circulated
very good- good very fine. (27)

$130

2960
One dollar, Knight/ Wheeler (1976) to twenty dollars, Fraser/
Evans (1994) (R.76c, 77 trio, 78 pair and 3 singles, 88 pair and
single, 89 pair, 209a two pairs and single, 212 run of five, McD
306 (5), 309 (2), 312 trio, 313 trio, 409a, 411, 412 (2), 416). One
R.78 very fine, others all flat uncirculated. (42)

$300

2961
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.76a[2], c[10]); Knight/
Stone (1979) CQF 568774 -817 (R.77) consecutive run of fifty
notes; two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.86c[2]); Knight/
Stone (1979) (R.88[20]); five dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976)
(R.206b[3]); ten dollars (1976) (R.306b[2]). Uncirculated. (89)

$250

2962
One dollar, Knight/ Stone (1979) CZA 630020/199 (R.77) pack
of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (100)

$350

2963
One dollar, Johnston/ Stone (1982) DLH 297501/601 (R.78)
original pack. Uncirculated. (100)

$250

2964
One dollar, Johnston/ Stone (1982) DKB 754088/ 187 (R.78)
pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (100)

$300

2965
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNC 201566 - 665 (R.78),
pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (100)

$250

2966
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNC 201666 - 765 (R.78),
pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (100)

$250

2967
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DPG 505618 - 727 (R.78),
pack of one hundred notes. Nearly uncirculated -
uncirculated. (100)

$250
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2968
One dollar, Johston/Stone (1982) DLD 373300/99 (R.78)  pack
of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (100)

$200

2969
One dollar, Johnston/ Stone (1982) mixed runs some matching
numbers.(R.78). Centrefold otherwise uncirculated.(100)

$300

2970
One dollar, Johnston/ Stone (1982) mixed runs (R.78).
Uncirculated. (100)

$300

2971
One dollar, Johnston/ Stone (1982) DLY 294 328/ 429 (gap of
two); DKR 096448/500/ DKS 096001/60 (R.78) two packs of
one hundred with breaks in runs. Some toning on the first
otherwise uncirculated. (200)

$400

2972
Two dollars, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) FBY 529727/45 (R.81) a
run of nineteen consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (19)

$200

2973
Two dollars, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) to Johnston/ Fraser (1985)
(R.81- 9, including consecutive pair of last serial prefix LQG).
Uncirculated. (13)

$450

2974
Two dollars, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) to Knight/ Wheeler (1976)
(R.81- 5, 86b). Five dollars, Coombs/ Randall (1967) to Knight/
Wheeler (1976) (R.202- 5, 206c). Nearly uncirculated-
uncirculated. (11)

$250

2975
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) - Johnston/Fraser (1985)
includes varieties plus matching serial prefixes of R.86a/b and
R.87/88. Very fine-uncirculated. (15)

$50

2976
Two, five and ten dollars, Coombs/ Randall (1967) (R.82, 202,
302). The first nearly uncirculated, others uncirculated. (3)

$150

2977
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) GRE 035530-33, 035535-
39 (R.83) consecutive runs of four and five notes. Nearly
uncirculated. (9)

$60

2978
Two dollars, Phillips/ Randall (1968) Knight/ Wheeler (1976)
(R.83 (pair), 86c (pair) 89 folder. Five dollars (R.203). Ten dollars,
Johnston/ Stone (1983) trio and run of seven (R.308). Mostly
uncirculated. (16)

$250

2979
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968)(R.83) a run of seven;
Phillips/Wheeler (1972)(R.84) a run of six; Knight/Stone
(1979)(R.87) a run of ten. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated.
(23)

$70

2980
Two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) GEX 141057-60, GET
428750-53, HAB 928907-10, (R.84) three consecutive runs of
four notes. Nearly uncirculated. (12)

$80

2981
Two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) GTT 339981-86, (R.84),
and HHC 264971-2, (R.85), a consecutive pair and a run of six
notes. Nearly uncirculated. (8)

$70

2982
Two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) HSC 405633 (R.86b), HZC
852506, JCE 180418 (R.86c); Knight/Stone (1979) JYD 615041
(R.87); Johnston/Stone (1983) KDG 397138 (R.88); Johnston/
Fraser (1985) KSP 257715, KSP 257736, LPQ 937612 (R.89).
Very fine - Uncirculated. (8)

$120

2983
Two dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) LEC 596118 - 218 (R.88),
pack of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (100)

$600

2984
Two dollars, Johnston/ Fraser (1985) LJC 624209/308; LPV
893750/849 (R.89) two packs of one hundred consecutive
notes. Uncirculated. (200)

$500

2985
Five dollars, Coombs/ Randall (1967) to Fraser/ Cole (1991)
(R.202- 213, including last serial prefix QPG consecutive pair).
Uncirculated. (14)

$400

2986
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) NEK 492000 (R.203);
Knight/Stone (1979) PAZ 757654 (R.207); Johnston/Stone
(1983) PFE 771738 (R.208); Johnston/Fraser (1985) PKH 981592
(R.209a), PYY 974469, QAA 426387 (R.209b); Fraser/Higgins
(1990) QGV 706296-97 (R.212) consecutive pair; Fraser/Cole
(1991) QJS 214592-93 consecutive pair, QND 461732 (R.213).
Fine - uncirculated. (11)

$110

2987
Five dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.206a[2], b, c); Johnston/
Fraser (1985) PXL 178438 (R.209a), PXL 146886 (R.209b). Last
two notes flattened of folds, good very fine - uncirculated.
(6)

$120

2988
Five dollars, Johnston/ Fraser (1985) PUN 514529/ 629 (R.209a)
a pack of one hundred consecutive notes with one gap,
Armaguard wrapper. Uncirculated. (100)

$700
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2989
Five dollars, Fraser/ Cole (1991) QPG 840521/601; 791134/44,
175/80; 687779/81, 90/93 R.213) original pack wrapper
consecutive runs of last serial prefix. Uncirculated. (104)

$1,250

2990
Five dollars, Fraser/ Cole (1991) QLX 482323/416 (R.213)
original pack wrapper. Uncirculated. (94)

$750

2991
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 00 731 706 (R.214, McD
301b), first serial prefix.  Extremely fine.

$50

2992
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AB19 693323 - 324 (R.214) last
prefix, consecutive pair of notes. Uncirculated. (2)

$1,200

2993
Five dollars, Fraser/ Evans (1993) EA 93 532952/62, missing
58 (R.216; McD 302b) run of ten last serial prefix. Uncirculated.
(10)

$150

2994
Five dollars, Macfarlane/ Evans (2001) AA 01121336/345 (R.-
; McD 306a) run of ten consecutive first serial prefix.
Uncirculated. (10)

$100

2995
Five dollars, Macfarlane/ Evans (2001) JD 01764175/ 313 (R.-
; McD 306d) original pack of last serial prefix. Uncirculated.
(100)

$1,000

2996
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) BA 02 009509-18 (R.219)
first prefix, consecutive run of ten notes. Uncirculated. (10)

$100

2997*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAA 457135 (R.301) first
prefix. Uncirculated.

$500

2998*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAA 458173 (R.301) first
prefix. Uncirculated.

$500

2999
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SBA 087983, SCJ 261183
(R.301); Phillips/Randall (1968) SPS 575103 (R.303); Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) SUT 669460 (R.304), (1974) TCS 543648 (R.305).
Some notes flattened of folds, very fine - uncirculated. (5)

$150

3000
Ten dollars, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) to Fraser/ Cole (1991)
(R.301- 309, 312- 3, including consecutive pair of last serial
prefix MRR). Uncirculated. (15)

$500

3001
Ten dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) TGG 304184 (R.306a), TNC
709068 (R.306b); Knight/Stone (1979) TPS 482609 (R.307a),
TUT 984331 (R.307b); Johnston/Stone (1983) UAJ 857220
(R.308); Johnston/Fraser (1985) UDJ 273302 (R.309); Fraser/
Higgins (1990) UYQ 437749 (R.312); Fraser/Cole (1991) MFS
419690-91 (R.313). Very fine - uncirculated. (9)

$150

3002
Ten dollars, Johnston/ Fraser (1988) polymer commemorative
ex folder with radar number serial AA/10 071170 (R.310, McD
GF1). Uncirculated.

$30

3003
Ten dollars, Johnston/ Fraser (1988) polymer commemorative
(4) (R.310 McD GFI). Two dollars, Johnston/ Fraser (1985)
last issue (LPQ prefix). Uncirculated.

$50

3004
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 18965526 - 540, AB
32961279 - 288 (R.310) consecutive runs of fifteen and ten
notes. Uncirculated. (25)

$300
3005
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 623327 (R.310a,
McD 173a) first serial prefix of first release note. Extremely
fine.

$150
3006
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 543360, AB 10
760403, AB 10 841417, AB 57 682888, AB 57 870509, AB 57
687236 (R.310b). Very good - very fine. (6)

$220
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3007
Ten dollars, Fraser/ Cole (1991) (R.313, includes last serial
prefix MRR two consecutive pairs of single and run of eight
MGA). Uncirculated. (13)

$200

3008
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) AA 02021527-28, AA
03034386-87 (R.319) first prefix, consecutive pairs.
Uncirculated. (4)

$100

3009
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) AA02170977,
AA02170980-984 (R.319) first prefix, a consecutive run of five
notes and a single note; twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry
(2002) AA02009709, AA02059795, AA02009703-704,
AA02009706-707 (R.419) first prefix, consecutive pairs (2) and
two single notes. Uncirculated. (12)

$210

3010
Twenty dollars, Coombs/ Wilson (1966) to Fraser/ Evans (1993)
(R.401, 403- 415, including last serial prefix ADK consecutive
pair). Uncirculated. (16)

$1,700

3011
Twenty dollars, Coombs/ Wilson (1966), Phillips/ Randall
(1968); Fifty dollars, Fraser/ Evans (1993) FAA & WZZ
prefixes (R.401, 403, 515 (2)). Extremely fine- uncirculated.
(4)

$180

3012
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAE 287288 (R.401);
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) XFY 369787 (R.404), (1974) XHN
155434, XKE 641492 (R.405). Flattened, otherwise very fine -
extremely fine. (4)

$110

3013
Twenty dollars, (1966) (R.401[18]); (1967) (R.402); (1968)
(R.403[14]); (1972) (R.404 [7]). Very good - very fine. (40)

$900

3014*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/ Randall (1967) XBS 001530.
Uncirculated and rare in this condition.

$4,000

3015
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 700081 (R.402).
3mm tear bottom edge, flattened of folds, very fine.

$150

3016
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 034170 (R.403).
Flattened of folds, tear repaired bottom edge, otherwise very
fine.

$150

3017
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) XCG 543517 (R.403);
Johnston/Fraser (1985) EJZ 526305, EKA 813955 (R.409b).
Flattened of folds, good very fine - nearly uncirculated. (3)

$170

3018
Twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) slight shift noticeable
on K-Smith face, and five dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976),
Gothic centre thread, (R.206a, 406a). First good fine, second
extremely fine. (2)

$50

3019
Twenty dollars, Fraser/ Cole (1991) (R.413, runs of five (2)),
Fraser/ Evans (1993) (R.415 pair) Uncirculated. (16)

$450

3020
Fifty dollars, Phillips/ Wheeler (1973) (R.505 (10, including
two, YAA first prefix). Very good- nearly extremely fine. (10).

$700

3021
Fifty dollars, Phillips/ Wheeler (1974) to Fraser/ Evans (1993)
(R.505- 515, including consecutive pair of the last serial prefix
FAB). Uncirculated. (14)

$1,200

3022
Fifty dollars, Knight/ Wheeler (1976) (R.506a (5) 506b (6).
Very good- good extremely fine. (11).

$600

3023
Fifty dollars, Knight/ Stone (1979) (R.507). Very good-
extremely fine. (9).

$500

3024
Fifty dollars, Johnston/ Stone (1983) (R.508). Very good -
extremely fine. (11).

$600

3025
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) YSC 988054, YVZ 569014
(R.509a). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (2)

$150

3026
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) single with prefixes YRC,
YRJ, YRK, YRP(2), YRU, YRV, YRX, YSG (R.509a). Nearly
uncirculated. (9)

$600
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3027
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) YSA 710829/35, 47, 45,
48/9; YSA 710722/3 (R.509a). Centre fold, the first with
additional crease otherwise crisp nearly uncirculated. (14)

$900

3028
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) YVK 405038/53; 405122/
37 (R.509a) two runs of sixteen consecutive notes. Fold bend
otherwise nearly uncirculated. (32)

$2,000

3029
Fifty dollars, Johnston/ Fraser (1985) (R.509a). Very good-
extremely fine. (8)

$450

3030
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) YXE 815484/8 (R.509b)
OCRB serials, five consecutive notes. Centrefold otherwise
virtually uncirculated. (5)

$900

3031
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) Yvd 148326/55 (R.509b)
OCRB serials, a run of thirty consecutive notes. Centrefold
bend otherwise nearly uncirculated. (30)

$5,000

3032
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) (R.512) five single notes.
Light centrefold otherwise good extremely fine. (5)

$250

3033
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) FAB 477770/1 (R.515)
consecutive pair of last serial prefix notes. Uncirculated. (2)

$200

3034
Fifty dollars, Fraser/ Evans (1993) WVX run of four (R.515).
Uncirculated. (4)

$250

3035
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) WSF 141410-116 (R.515)
consecutive run of seven notes. Uncirculated. (7)

$500

3036
Fifty dollars, Fraser/ Evans (1995) NB 95 492 046/7 (R.516)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)

$150

3037*
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/ Evans (1997) DE 97 777779 (R.518)
solid radar number. Uncirculated and rare.

$300

3038
One hundred dollars, Johnston/ Stone (1984) to Fraser/ Cole
(1991) (R.608- 613, including consecutive pair of last serial
prefix ZLD) Uncirculated. (6)

$800

3039
One hundred dollars, Johnston/ Stone (1984) ZAV 107166
(R.608), Johnston/ Fraser (1985) (R.609). Nearly uncirculated;
extremely fine. (2)

$250

3040
One hundred dollars, Johnston/ Stone (1984)- Johnston/
Fraser (1985) (R.608 (2), 609 (3)). Fine- very fine. (5).

$500

3041
One hundred dollars, Fraser/ Cole (1991) (R.613, two pairs,
one the ZLD last serial prefix). Uncirculated. (4)

$550

3042
One hundred dollars, Fraser/ Evans (1996) BN run of four,
BX single, CR pair (R.616). MacFarlane/ Evans (1998) AA98
8698160 (R.618;McD 702a) first serial prefix. Uncirculated.
(8)

$1,000

3043
One hundred dollars, Fraser/ Evans (1996) AN 96 855877
(R.616, McD 701c) first serial prefix test note. Very fine.

$150

ERROR  NOTES

3044
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FGA 186187/FGA 196187
(R.81), mismatched serial numbers. One mm tear left side
border and with repair at top of note, very good.

$500

3045
Twenty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) VAC 149306 (R.407a) part
design missing front and back of note. Extremely fine.

$150

3046*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/ Higgins (1990) ZGV 747868/
ZGV746868 mis- matched serials (R.612). Nearly uncirculated.

$600
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COLLECTOR  FOLDERS &  UNCUT
NOTES

3047
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) commemorative issue,
consecutive pair, AA 0 026859/60 in staff presentation folder
(only fine). Uncirculated. (2)

$400

3048
Five and ten dollars, first and last folders 1992, 1993, year set,
1996 deluxe, five, ten, twenty and fifty dollars. Uncirculated.
(6)

$120

3049
Five to twenty dollars, Fraser/ Evans. Annual Decimal Dated
issues 1994 and 1995. Deluxe (3) and Premium (3).
Uncirculated. (6)

$120

3050
Five to fifty dollars, Fraser/ Evans (1996). Annual Decimal
Dated Issues. Deluxe (1) and Premium (1). Uncirculated. (2)

$200

3051
Five to one hundred dollars. Annual Decimal Dated issues
(1997). Deluxe (5) and Premium (5). Uncirculated. (10)

$500

3052
Five to one hundred dollars, Macfarlane/ Evans. Annual
Decimal Dated issues. Deluxe (5), Premeium (5). Uncirculated.
(10)

$400

3053
Twenty to one hundred dollars, Fraser/ Evans 1994- 1996.
First polymer print run and First and Last Folders.
Uncirculated. (9)

$650

3054
Five dollars to twenty dollars, Fraser/ Evans (1994- 1995).
Rare Edition Collector Portfolio’s. Uncirculated. (3)

$100

3055
Fifty to one hundred dollars, Fraser Evans (1995- 1996). Rare
Edition Collector Portfolio. Uncirculated. (4)

$500

3056
Five to one hundred dollars, Macfarlane/ Evans 1996. Thirty
Years of Decimal Currency Folder issue and Australian
Polymer Note Portfolio. Uncirculated. (6)

$250

3057
Five dollars, Fraser/ Cole (1992) Plastic/ paper folders, standard
and first day of issue. Ten dollars Fraser/ Evans, Fraser/ Cole
(1993) First and last folders (2), Ten dollars Johnston/ Fraser
commemorative issue. Twenty dollars Fraser/ Cole (1993), 80th
anniversary issue (2). Banknote Vignettes, Five Shillings
uniface & Cooks Landing vignette. Uncirculated. (6)

$150

3058
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole and Fraser/Evans (1996)
two note presentation portfolio, Melba/Monash.
Uncirculated.

$250

3059
One dollars, (R.78 single, pair and run of 10), five dollars 25th
Anniversary of five dollars (1992) IBNS pack (3), ten dollars
(1988) (3), year sets, 1994 de luxe (5 pairs) 1996 set of four
(6510; first and last ten dollars (1993) (3), twenty dollars 1994
O/P (3); Thirty years of decimal currency 1996; uncut vertical
pair fifty dollars, Fraser/ Evans (1993) no 495 First Day Covers
(150th anniversary Mary Kilop) (5). Uncirculated. (38)

$500

3060
Two dollars, Johnston/ Fraser, in folder as issued at July 1991
NAA Fair. Ten dollars, Fraser/ cole (1991) four uncut vertical
pairs as issued at the May 1991 NAA Fair with certificates (4),
uncut block of four as issued at the July 1991 NAA Fair plus
booklets. Uncirculated. (6)

$90


